
In the package you have received from us you will find the following:
- Impression material in two different trays 1 ball in the white tray, 1 ball in the pink tray (or two balls - upper / lower jaw)
- 3 sets of bite spoons different sizes (there is a difference in the top and bottom jaw, see example photo below)

For this order we need:
Upper jaw impression
Lower jaw impression 

Name Custumor: ......................................................... 

- 2 air-tight plastic bags 
- 2 cotton balls (you put these in the plastic bag when you return the print set.
- 1 Address sticker (to return package to correct address)

WHEN YOU MAKE THE PRINTS, SEND THEM BACK THE SAME DAY, TO AVOID DRY-OUT

How to make the prints step by step: READ THIS FIRST BEFORE YOU START !!!!!!!!

1. Choose the spoon that fits best, you may need a different color spoon per jaw.
   Put the spoon in the mouth to pick the right spoon, the intention is that all teeth and molars leave a nice impression.

UPEER JAW                          LOWER JAW                      GOOD IMPRESSION

2. Prepare the impression material (balls of "clay") for the impression
3. Take 1 scoop of pink clay and take 1 scoop of white clay. Immediately close the lid of the container (if two balls have been added)
4. Mix the white ball with the pink ball, until the colors are completely blended, maximum 30 seconds!
5. Put the mixed ball of clay into the spoon, spread the clay nice and smooth in the spoon (do this within 30 sec. Otherwise the clay will harden!)
6. Press the spoon with the clay in the mouth, and press it lightly up (above jaw) or down under jaw)

Pull the lip directly over the spoon like the example below! Gently press the upper lip against the spoon.
                                                                Keep the spoon in the mouth for 2.30 minutes. (do not move) Keep pressing loosely
                                                                The bottom of the teeth should not touch the plastic of the spoon!
                                                                So don't bite too hard, it should be a nice even print!
                                                                 

7. Take the spoon out off you’re mouth
    Rinse the spoon with water but not too wet!
    Shake the spoon lightly back and forth    

Put the spoons with the clay and still impress! in the supplied plastic bag. Also put 1 lightly moistened cotton ball in the bag
by the spoon. 
Return everything we sent to you back to us!

Make sure all the air is out of the bag.
 Middels bijgeleverd adres etiket.

Do you have doubts about the print you made? Send us a photo for checking. 

DG-ART
Marterhoeve 31

3831 TC Leusden
Holland/Netherlands

AFDRUK INSTRUCTIE

The braces that we make and sell are professionally produced in a lab.
For a perfectly fitting bracket we need a perfect impression!
We are not responsible for improper jaw impressions.
Are you unsure about making the prints? Then have the impressions made at a dentist
or specialist!

BracesForFun braces are made to be worn for fun and are not a substitute for 
orthodontic treatment!


